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Abstract

We discuss a general model of cooperation among au-
tonomous agents, based on a qualitative game theory. The
basic elements of the model are the ability of agents to re-
cursively model what their partners will do, and the idea
that a group can be described as an agent whom goals and
desires are attributed to: these represent the shared objec-
tive and the wish to save the members’s resources. When
the agents of the group take a decision they must adopt these
goals and desires: if they don’t do that, they are considered
by the other members uncooperative and thus liable.

1 Introduction

Cooperation is necessary in many multiagent environ-
ments, from information integration, to interactive educa-
tion and to collective robotics. Since also human users in-
teract with such systems, the use of agent technology is ap-
pealing, because agent behavior is driven by notions like
beliefs, desires and goals, inspired to human agenthood.

Boellaet al. [1] show that two basic elements of a gen-
eral model of cooperation among a group of BDI agents are:
1) considering the overall advantage that the group gains
from the decisions of the single agents; 2) the recursive
modelling ([15]) by each agent of the decisions of the other
partners. [1] show that, if these two elements are present,
the group’s behavior satisfies the basic properties of coop-
eration required by Cohen and Levesque [11], Grosz and
Kraus [17] and Tambe [25], like helpful behavior, commu-
nication, conflict avoidance,et cetera.

[1] propose their analysis of cooperation in an multia-
gent framework based on an extension of the decision the-
oretic planning paradigm proposed by Haddawy and Hanks
[18]. In their model the planning activity is necessary to co-
ordinate the actions of the agents, while decision theory is

necessary to compare the different alternatives at disposal
of the group. However, their approach suffers from the lack
of a precise model of beliefs, desires and goals and from the
dichotomy between these qualitative notions and the quanti-
tative approach of their planner which uses utility functions.

In this paper we reconsider Boellaet al. [1]’s model of
cooperation. First, we provide a precise formalization of
the notions of belief, desire and goal of the agents, using a
logical framework; second, instead of using classical deci-
sion theory, we base the deliberation process of agents on
a qualitative decision theory like the one proposed by the
BOID architecture of Broersenet al. [8]. We address the
following research questions:

• How can a qualitative game theory based on recursive
modelling be used in a model of cooperation among
BDI agents?

• Can a group of agents be considered as an agent so that
mental attitudes can be attributed to it?

• Which properties of cooperation can be shown in such
a model?

Our logical multiagent framework is inspired to the one
proposed for modelling the normative reasoning of agents
subject to obligations and permissions in [2], [4] and [5];
the basic idea is that the normative system can be seen as an
agent which is attributed beliefs, desires and goals.

In this paper, we use a similar metaphor: a group of
agents can be described as an agent, and the shared goals
and desires which the members aim to can be attributed to
the group as its mental state.

The structure of this paper is the following: in Section 2,
starting from [1], we describe the attribution of mental atti-
tudes to a group. Then, in Section 3, we present the formal
framework. Finally, in Section 4, we apply the framework
to several scenarios typical of cooperation: communication,
helpful behavior, conflict avoidance and correct conclusion
of cooperation.
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2 The group is an agent

The definition of [1] is inspired to Bratman [6], who con-
siders the key features of shared cooperative activity:

• Commitment to the joint activity:“The participants
each have an appropriate commitment (though perhaps
for different reasons) to the joint activity”, [6], p. 94.

• Commitment to the mutual support:“Each agent is
committed to supporting the efforts of the other to play
her role in the joint activity”, [6], p. 94.

• Mutual responsiveness:“Each participating agent at-
tempts to be responsive to the intentions and actions
of the other knowing that the other is attempting to be
similarly responsible”, [6], p. 94. Where “responsive-
ness” means “keeping an eye to the behavior of the
other and to act on the expectations that an agent has
on the partner’s behavior”.

The basic tenets of the definition of [1] are, thus, the
following; a set of agentsA = {a1, . . . an} cooperates to
a shared goalx by means of a plan composed of subgoals
y1, . . . , yn when:

1. Each agentai ∈ A has the goal to do its partyi.

2. Each agentai ∈ A believes that the other agents ofA
have the goal to do their part.

3. Each agentai ∈ A believes that it shares with the other
agents a (multi-attribute) utility function based on the
weighed sum of the utility functions representing the
shared goal and the resource consumption of the single
agents. Each agent, when it plans its own part of the
shared plan, has to consider also this global utility as
part of its own individual utility function.

4. Each agent must adopt also the subgoals which con-
tribute to the partners’ doing their part of the plan if
this adoption increases the shared utility.

5. Each agent must remain in the group as long as the
adoption of some goal which contributes to the part-
ners doing their part of the plan increases the shared
utility.

This definition only partially conforms to the above re-
quirement of mutual responsiveness; the reason is that, in-
dependently of cooperation, the authors assume that an
agent is able not only to consider the effects of its deci-
sions, but also to consider the reaction of the other agents
interacting with it: an agentrecursively modelsthe other
agents using the profile it has about their motivations and
beliefs.

This idea comes from the philosophical view of the so-
ciologist Goffman [16], who argues that human actions are
always taken in a situation of “strategic interaction”:

“When an agent considers which course of ac-
tion to follow, before he takes a decision, he de-
picts in his mind the consequences of his action
for the other involved agents, their likely reaction,
and the influence of this reaction on his own wel-
fare” [16], p. 12.

In the field of agent theory this idea has been formalized
by Gmytrasiewitcz and Durfee [15] with the name of recur-
sive modelling:

“Recursive modelling method views a multi agent
situation from the perspective of an agent that is
individually trying to decide what physical and/or
communicative actions it should take right now.
[...] In order to solve its own decision-making sit-
uation, the agent needs an idea of what the other
agents are likely to do. It can arrive at it by rep-
resenting what it knows about the other agents’
decision-making situations, thus modelling them
in terms of their own payoff matrices. The fact
that other agents could also be modelling others,
including the original agent, leads to a recursive
nesting of models.”

With respect to pure game theory, recursive modelling
considers the practical limitations of agents in realistic set-
tings such as in acquiring knowledge and reasoning so that
an agent can only build a finite nesting of models about
other agents’ decisions.

The combination of the definition of cooperation to-
gether with the reasoning ability of agents to do recursive
modelling allows [1] to predict a number of phenomena
which characterize cooperation, from helpful behavior, to
conflict avoidance, to coordination by communication.

The definition of [1] assumes that the group is already
in place and that the members agreed on a partial plan and
distributed the subgoals composing the shared plan. The
authors do not consider the negotiation phase leading to the
formation of the group (see, e.g., Smith and Cohen [24]).

In this paper we reconsider the definition above, depart-
ing from it under two respects. First, we consider a frame-
work based on a qualitative decision theory: decisions are
taken on the basis of the desires and goals of the agents,
rather than on a quantitative representation. In this way, we
need not distinguish anymore between the desires and goals
attributed to the agents (like the goal of doing their part of
the shared plan) on the one side, and the utility functions ex-
pressing their preferences on the other side. Moreover, we
avoid the problems that classical decision theory presents
when dealing with plans rather than with decisions, as dis-
cussed, e.g., in Dastaniet al. [12].
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Second, our approach departs from the idea due to [6]
that shared cooperative activity is defined in terms of in-
dividual mental states and their interrelationship, without
resorting to collective form of attitudes that go beyond the
mind of individuals and without introducing further mental
states characterizing cooperative behavior: “a shared inten-
tion is not an attitude in the mind of some super-agent con-
sisting literally of some fusion of the two agents”, [7], p.
111. This “broadly individualistic” approach contrasts with
many other approaches like Gilbert [14] (the cooperating
agents form “a plural subject which is no more reducible”),
Tuomela and Miller [27] (who introducewe-intentions-“we
shall do G” - which represent the internalization of the no-
tion of group in its members) and Searle [23] (“collective
intentional behavior is a primitive phenomenon”).

We explain cooperative behavior by considering the
group as an entity of social reality (in the sense of the con-
struction of social reality of Searle [22]) which can be de-
scribed as an agent, as Tuomela and Miller [27] do: i.e.,
mental attitudes like beliefs, desires and goals are attributed
to the group. In particular, the goals and desires of the group
represent the shared goal of the members as well as the de-
sires about the means and resources they can use to fulfill
the goal.

The group, however, as a social construction, is not an
agent acting in the real world. It acts indirectly via the ac-
tions of its members. How the motivations of the group in-
fluence the behavior of the members? We propose that the
members, to act as a group, should take into accounts the
group’s goals and desires. According to Castelfranchi [10],
the ability of taking into account the goals of other agents -
in this case, of the group - is one of the key capabilities for
an agent to be social: social agents must be able to consider
the goals of other agents and to have attitudes towards those
goals, that is, toadoptthose goals; where adoption is “hav-
ing a state of affairs as a goalbecauseanother agent has the
same state as a goal”.

To be cooperative, when taking its own decision, each
member of the group should adopt and give priority to the
goals and desires of the group agent, and, only subordi-
nately, it can continue to achieve its private goals. The idea
of [1] of a shared utility function is substituted, in this qual-
itative theory, with the idea that the group can be described
by an agent who has its own desires and goals. Moreover,
the idea that this shared utility function is part of the mem-
bers’ individual utility functions is substituted by the fact
that a cooperative agent, when it evaluates a decision, first
considers which goals and desires of the group are fulfilled
by the decision and which are not; only after maximizing
the fulfillment of these motivations it includes in its deci-
sion some actions fulfilling also its private goals. Note that
the group’s motivations include not only the shared goal and
the agent’s desire to preserve its own resources: rather, they
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Figure 1. The adoption of group’s mental atti-
tudes.

include also the desire to preserve the resources of the other
agents; otherwise, the partners would not agree to stay in a
group where each agent takes care of its own resources only.
So when a member takes a decision it has also to consider
that the decision is fair for its partners.

As in [1], to understand which is the impact of its de-
cision on the decisions of the partners and, thus, on the
goals of the group, an agent has to recursively model how
its partners will decide and how their decisions affect the
group’s motivations. For this reason, the logical framework
described in the next section allows an agent to take a deci-
sion under the light of its partners’ expected reactions.

When a member of a group bases its decision on the
goals and desires of the group agent we will say that its
agent type is cooperative. This classification of agents ac-
cording to the way they give priority to desires, goals or
obligations is inspired by the BOID agent architecture pre-
sented in [8]. Analogously, in [2], when an agent bases its
decision on the obligations it is subject to, its agent type is
called respectful.

In Figure 1 we summarize the model. The boxes 1 and
2 represent the agents acting in the world. They have a rep-
resentation of the world (s), beliefs, desires and goals (the
B, D,G circles), and, basing on them, they take their de-
cisiond which affects the factsf in the world, facts which
they can observe. Moreover, they are members of a group
(the box 3 belonging to social reality). The group is mod-
elled as an agent with its own desires and goals, but it cannot
act in the world, since it is only a social construction. When
the agents 1 and 2 take a decision they must give priority to
the goals and desires adopted from the group’s with respect
to their own goals and desires.
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We can motivate this view by means of the following ex-
ample. A group of two agents has the shared goal of finding
some object lost at home. Their simple plan is that the first
one looks in the kitchen and the second one in the dining
room. Besides the shared goal, the group’s motivations in-
clude the desires of the two agents to save as much time as
possible. Suddenly, the first agent finds the object; it knows
that the partner is still looking under the sofa. Can it exit
the group since it achieved the shared goal (which is also
its own goal)? It cannot, it should not abandon the group.
If there were no other shared motivation besides the shared
goal, then we could not explain why the first agent should
still take care of the partner. Hence, we must assume some
other desire which the first agent should attend to: that the
partner does not waste its time and energy. Its further com-
mitment to the group is explained by the fact that it can
still take a decision which allows to fulfill this desire of the
group. If the object has been found, the action of search-
ing it again does not reach any effect: so, no other goal
or desire of the group can be satisfied by looking around.
Even worse, looking again has some nasty side effect (e.g.,
wasting time, effort, messing up the dining room) which is
not justified by the shared goal anymore. What makes this
desire to save time and energy different from the other pri-
vate desires of the second agent is that it is attributed to the
group, and, thus, the first agent must attend to it. This desire
must be attended to not only while the other agent is doing
its part, e.g., by interfering with its action, but also when it
cannot or should not do its part anymore. So, the first agent
decides to communicate to the second one that the object
has been found, even if this action does not satisfy any of its
private goals and, rather, it costs some effort to itself. But,
it does so since for the group the cost of communication is
worth less than the cost of searching the object.

The definition of cooperation we presented is a prescrip-
tive model: it explains how the members of a group should
behave if they want to be cooperative. We make no assump-
tion about why an agent is cooperative and, thus, adopts the
goals and desires of the group. But, as Castelfranchi [9]
argue, when an agent enters a group, a social commitment
is created: this determines the right of the other members
of the group to control that the agent does its part, to com-
plain and protest if it abandons the group and to require
compensations for the consequent losses. Hence, cooper-
ation is strictly connected with rights and obligations be-
tween agents. In Tuomela [26]’s terminology, the groups’
attitudes are binding, in the sense of “an objective obliga-
tion to accept the attitude (goal, intention, belief, action)
as applicable to all group members”. As we show in Sec-
tion 4.5, this normative character can be described in our
model thanks to the fact in this paper we exploit a multia-
gent framework similar to the one proposed by [2], [4] and
[5] for modelling normative systems.

3 Recursive modelling

In this section we present a logical framework for BDI
agents based on recursive modelling: each player considers
the reaction of the subsequent agents.

The basic picture is visualized in Figure 2 and reflects
the deliberation of agenta1 in various stages. Agenta1

is going to take a decision during the cooperation to some
shared goal. Agenta2 is another agent of the group, who
is going to act after agenta1. Agenta1 recursively models
agenta2’s decision (taken from its point of view) and bases
its choice on the effects of agenta2’s predicted actions. But
in doing so, agenta1 has to consider also that agenta2 can
recursively model another membera3 of the group to coor-
dinate its behavior with it.

When agenta1 makes its decisiond1, it believes that it
is in states0

1 (subscript numbers denote agents, superscript
ones the time instant). The expected consequences of this
decision (due to belief rulesB1) are called states1

1. Then
agenta2 makes a decisiond2. Now, to find out which de-
cision agenta2 will make, agenta1 has aprofile of agent
a2: it has a representation of the initial state which agenta2

believes to be in and of the following stages. When agent
a1 makes its decision, it believes that agenta2 believes that
it is in states0

2. This may be the same situation as states0
1,

but it may also be different. Then, agenta1 believes that
its own decisiond1 will have the consequence that agent
a2 believes that it is in states1

2, due to its observations and
the expected consequences of these observations according
to belief rulesB2. Agenta1 expects that agenta2 believes
that the expected result of decisiond2 is states2

2. Finally,
the expected consequences ofd2 from a1’s point of view
are called states2

1. And agenta2 makes a similar reason-
ing abouta3’s decisions. Note however, that the recursion
in modelling other agents stops here since there is no agent
acting after agenta3. Hence it does not have to base its
decisions on the expected reaction of another agent.

a1’s decision
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Figure 2. A three agent scenario.
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3.1 Agent theory

The variables of the language are eitherdecision vari-
ablesof an agent, whose truth value is directly determined
by it, or parameters, whose truth value can only be deter-
mined indirectly [19].

Definition 1 (Decisions) Let A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} be a
set ofn distinct agents.Ai = {m,m′,m′′, . . .} (the deci-
sion variables) forai ∈ A andP = {p, p′, p′′, . . .} (the pa-
rameters) aren + 1 disjoint sets of propositional variables.
A literal is a variable or its negation. For a propositional
variablep we writep = ¬p and¬p = p.

A decision set is a tupleδ = 〈d1, . . . , dn〉 wheredi is a
set of literals ofAi (the decision of agentai) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Decisions are complete, in the sense that for each decision
variablex in Ai, agentai takes a decision about it: either
x ∈ di or ¬x ∈ di.

The consequences of decisions are given by the agents’
epistemic states, where we distinguish between the agents’
beliefs about the world and the agents’ beliefs about how a
new state is constructed out of previous ones. The exam-
ple in Figure 2 illustrates that we only consider games in
which each agentai makes a decision at momenti. Sec-
ond, the agents’ beliefs about how a new state at moment
t is constructed out of previous ones is expressed by a set
of belief rules, denoted byBi. Belief rules can conflict and
agents can deal with such conflicts in different ways. The
epistemic state therefore also contains an ordering on belief
rules, denoted by≥B

i , to resolve such conflicts. Finally, to
model the recursion the epistemic state of agentai, denoted
by σi, includes the epistemic state of agentai+1, σi+1, un-
less it is the last agentan.

In order to distinguish the value of the propositional vari-
ables in the sequence of four stages, we use superscript
numbers to label the parameters and states.

Definition 2 (Epistemic states)Let P 0, P 1, . . . , Pn+1 be
the sets of propositional variables defined byP t = {pt |
p ∈ P and0 ≤ t ≤ n + 1}. We writeLAi , LAiP t , . . .
for the propositional languages built up fromAi, Ai ∪ P t,
. . . with the usual truth-functional connectives. We assume
that the propositional language contains a symbol> for a
tautology.

Let a rule built from a set of literals be an ordered se-
quence of literalsl1, . . . , lr, l written asl1 ∧ . . . ∧ lr → l
wherer ≥ 0. If r = 0, then we also write> → l.

The epistemic stateof agent ai, i < n, is
σi = 〈Bi,≥B

i , si−2
i , si−1

i , si
i, s

i+1
i , σi+1〉

whereas the epistemic state of agentan is identical except
that it does not contain the epistemic state of agentan+1.
Bi is a set of rules ofLAi−1AiAi+1P i−2P i−1P iP i+1 ; ≥B

i is a
transitive and reflexive relation on the powerset ofBi con-
taining at least the subset relation.

si−2
i is a set of literals ofLP i−2 (the state before agent

ai−1’s decision). si−1
i ⊆ LAi−1P i−1 (the initial state of

agentai’s decision),si
i ⊆ LAiP i (the state after the deci-

siondi of agentai), andsi+1
i ⊆ LAi+1P i+1 (the state after

the decisiondi+1 of agentai+1).
Moreover, letsi = si−2

i ∪ si−1
i ∪ si

i ∪ si+1
i . All states are

assumed to be complete.

The agents’ epistemic states depend on what it can ob-
serve. Here we accept a simple formalization of this com-
plex phenomena, based on an explicit enumeration of all
propositions which can be observed.

Definition 3 (Observations) The propositions observable
by agentai, OPi, are a subset of the stagesi−1

i−1 (according
to agentai−1’s point of view) including agentai−1’s deci-
sion: P i−1 ∪ Ai−1. The expected observations of agentai

in statesi−1
i areObsi = {l ∈ si−1

i−1 | l ∈ OPi or l ∈ OPi}:
if a proposition describing statesi−1

i−1 is observable, then
agentai knows its value insi−1

i−1. By conventionOP1 = ∅
ands0

0 = ∅.
The observations of agentai depend on the statesi−1

i−1

containing the effects of the decision of agentai−1 from
ai−1’s point of view. What is not observed persists from the
initial statesi−2

i from ai’s perspective.

The consequences of rules given a set of literals are de-
fined using theout ([20]) andmaxfamily functions. In-
tuitively, out applies iteratively the rules andmaxfamily
selects a consistent maximal set of rules with respect to the
belief rule ordering≥B

i , using intermediate phasesQ and
Q′.

Definition 4 (Consequences)A set of literals is called in-
consistent if it containsp and ¬p for some propositional
variablep; otherwise it is called consistent. Fors a set of
literals (state),R a set of rules, and≥ a transitive and re-
flexive relation on the powerset ofR containing at least the
superset relation, let:

1. out(s,R) = ∪∞0 outi(s,R) be the state obtained by
out0(s, R) = s and outi+1(s,R) = outi(s,R)∪
{l | l1∧ . . .∧ ln→l∈R and{l1, . . . , ln} ⊆ outi(s,R)}

2. Q is the set of subsets ofR which can be applied tos
without leading to inconsistency:

Q = {R′ ⊆ R | out(s,R′) consistent}
3. Q′ is the set of maximal elements ofQ with respect to

set inclusion:

Q′ = {R′ ∈ Q |6 ∃R′′ ∈ Q such thatR′ ⊂ R′′}
4. maxfamily is the set of maximal elements ofQ′ with

respect to the≥ ordering:

maxfamily(s,R,≥) =
{R′ ∈ Q′ |6 ∃R′′ ∈ Q′ andR′′ ≥ R′, R′ 6≥ R′′}
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This is not, however, sufficient to define the conse-
quences of a decision in states at instantt. First, besides
the states also another setf representing the decision or
the observation must be considered. Second, the result of
the rules inmaxfamily(s,R,≥) contains also parameters
of s from the preceding instantt: they must be filtered out,
leaving only the ones describing the consequent state at in-
stantt + 1. Third, and most importantly, the parameters
which are not affected by the decision must persist from the
states at the instant beforet to the state at instantt + 1.

Definition 5 (Respect) next(s, f,R,≥, t) be the set of
states obtained by:

1. O is the set of new elements inout(s ∪ f, R′):

O = {(out(s ∪ f, R′) ∩ LitAt+1P t+1) | R′ ∈
maxfamily(s ∪ f, R,≥)}

2. next(s, f, R,≥, t) is the set of states inO plus some
elements persisting froms:

next(s, f,R,≥, t) = {G ∪ s′′′ | G ∈ O and
s′′′ = {lt+1 | lt ∈ (P t ∩ s) andlt+1 6∈ G}}

An epistemic state description
σi = 〈Bi,≥B

i , si−2
i , si−1

i , si
i, s

i+1
i , σi+1〉

respects the decision setδ = 〈d1, . . . , dn〉 and the expected
observationsObsi of agentai if

si−1
i ∈ next(si−2

i , Obsi, Bi,≥B
i , i− 2),

si
i ∈ next(si−2

i ∪ si−1
i , di, Bi,≥B

i , i− 1),
si+1

i ∈ next(si−2
i ∪ si−1

i ∪ si
i, di+1, Bi,≥B

i , i),
and, if i < n, σi+1 respects the decision setδ =
〈d1, . . . , dn〉 and the expected observationsObsi+1 ofai+1.

Note that the second states0
1 and the last onesn+1

n are
obtained just by persistency froms−1

1 andsn
n, respectively,

since for the first agent there are no observations and the
last one does not recursively model the decision of any other
agent andB0 = Bn+1 = ∅.

The following example illustrates how the persistence of
parameters that are not affected by any rules is modelled.

Example 1 Lets0
1 = {p0, q0}, d1 = {a}, B1 = {a∧ p0 →

¬q1}. We haveout(s0
1, B1) = {p0, q0,¬q1, a}, maximally

consistent rules and preferred rulesQ′ = maxfamily(s0
1∪

d1, B1,≥B) = {{a ∧ p0 → ¬q1}}. Propositionp0 per-
sists froms0

1 since¬p1 does not belong to the next state,
while q0 does not: O = {{p0, q0,¬q1, a}} and s1

1 =
next(s0

1, d1, B1,≥B) = {{p1,¬q1, a}}.

Next, an example of conflicting rules:

Example 2 Let s0
1 = {p0, q0}, d1 = {a}, B1 = {a →

q1, a ∧ p0 → ¬q1} and≥B= {a ∧ p0 → ¬q1} > {a →
q1}. We haveout(s0

1, {a → q1}) = {p0, q0, q1, a} and
out(s0

1, {a ∧ q0 → ¬q1}) = {p0, q0,¬q1, a}, maximally

consistent rulesQ′ = {{a → q1}, {a ∧ p0 → ¬q1}}; pre-
ferred rulesmaxfamily(s0 ∪ d1, B1,≥B) = {{a ∧ p0 →
¬q1}}, since{a ∧ p0 → ¬q1} > {a → q1}. Proposi-
tion p0 persists froms0 since¬p1 does not belong to the
next state, whileq0 does not:O = {{p0, q0,¬q1, a}} and
s1
1 = next(s0

1, d1, B1,≥B) = {{p1,¬q1, a}}.

The agent’s motivational state contains two sets of rules
for each agent.Desire(Di) andgoal (Gi) rulesexpress the
attitudes of the agentai towards a given state, depending on
the context. How the agents take decisions, and in particu-
lar how they deliberate whether to cooperate or not, depends
not only on their desires and goals, but also on theiragent
characteristics. Given the same set of rules, distinct agents
reason and act differently. For example, a cooperative agent
always tries to fulfill the goals of the group, whereas a self-
ish agent first tries to achieve its own goals. We express
these agent characteristics by a priority relation on the rules
≥i which encode, as detailed in Broersenet al. [8], how the
agent resolves its conflicts.

Definition 6 (Motivational states) The motivational state
Mi of agent ai, 1 ≤ i < n, is a tuple
〈Di, Gi,≥i, Mi+1〉, where Di, Gi are sets of rules of
LAi−1AiAi+1P i−2P i−1P iP i+1 , ≥i is a transitive and reflex-
ive relation on the powerset ofDi ∪ Gi containing at least
the subset relation, andMi+1 is the motivational state that
agentai attributes to agentai+1. The motivational state
Mn of agentan is a tuple〈Dn, Gn,≥n〉.

A group A is defined by the motivational state of an
agent: its desires, goals and agent characteristic.

Definition 7 (Group A) 〈DA, GA,≥A〉

3.2 Plans

In Section 3.1 we define an agent in a minimal way,
as characterized by sets of conditional beliefs, desires and
goals concerning propositional variables and actions. In this
model, we do not have an explicit notion of plan, with de-
compositions and causal links among actions, and we ab-
stract away from problems like the temporal ordering of
actions. We consider a plan as a set of subgoals whose
achievement implies the achievement of the goal. Each sub-
goal can be either a decision variable, i.e., an action directly
executable by the agent, or a parameter, whose truth can be
controlled indirectly via some decision variable. We focus
only on how to express the notion of subgoal in our system.

If an agentai has a goalr → x ∈ Gi, wherer is its
relevance condition, there are two possibilities: eitherx is
directly executable by the agent orx is not directly exe-
cutable. In the second case, if the agent is able to achievex,
it believes that it must make true some other propositional
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variables or to execute some actions: e.g.,y ∧ z → x ∈ Bi.
To achieve,x the agent has to adopty andz as subgoals.
How can we represent this fact in our conditional rule based
formalism? Certainly, saying that> → y ∈ Gi and
> → z ∈ Gi are two unconditional goals of the agent is
not enough, because we would lose the relation betweenx
andy ∧ z; if x had been achieved,y andz would not be
goals of the agent anymore. A first solution could be to use
the fact thatx has not been achieved as a condition of the
goals:¬x → y ∈ Gi and¬x → z ∈ Gi. Is this enough?
It is also possible that while¬x is still true, x is not any-
more a current goal of the agent since the relevance condi-
tion r is not true anymore:x is not anymore a goal to be
fulfilled. The proposed representation does not consider the
possibility that the main goal becomes irrelevant before its
satisfaction. Hence, the correct representation of subgoals
of r → x ∈ Gi is r ∧¬x → y ∈ Gi andr ∧¬x → y ∈ Gi.
And so on, recursively, for the subgoals ofy andz, if any.

In summary, a subgoal of another goal has among its
conditions the relevance condition of the main goal as well
as the fact that the main goal has not been achieved yet.

In this paper, we do not consider further the problem of
planning, i.e., the selection of subgoals to achieve a main
goal. For further planning issues, refer to [1].

3.3 Decision making in groups

The agents value, and thus induce an ordering≤ on,
the epistemic states by considering which desires and goals
have been fulfilled and which have not. The agents can
be classified according to the way they solve the conflicts
among the rules belonging to different components: private
desires, goals and desires and goals of the groupA that can
be adopted. We define agent types as they have been intro-
duced in the BOID architecture [8].

Definition 8 (Agent types) Let U(R, s) be the unfulfilled
rules of states,

{l1 ∧ . . . ∧ ln → l ∈ R | {l1, . . . , ln} ⊆ s andl 6∈ s}
Theunfulfilled motivational state descriptionof agentai

belonging to groupA is Ui = 〈UDi
i = U(Di, si), UGi

i =
U(Gi, si), UGA

i = U(GA, si), UDA
i = U(DA, si)〉.

The unfulfilled motivational state description determines
an ordering on the state descriptionssi ≤ s′i.

Different ordering are induced by different agent types.

Selfish agentA selfish agent always tries to minimize
its own unfulfilled goals and, when there is a tie
among goals, it tries to minimize its unfulfilled desires.
Statesi is preferred to states′i, si ≤ s′i, iff

1. U ′Gi
i = U(Gi, s

′
i) ≥i UGi

i = U(Gi, si)

2. if U ′Gi
i =i UGi

i thenU ′Di
i ≥i UDi

i

Cooperative agent A cooperative agent always tries to
minimize the unfulfilled goals of the groupA (using
the agent characteristic≥A of the group) and, sub-
ordinately, the group’s desires, before minimizing its
private goals and desires.si ≤ s′i iff

1. U ′GA
i = U(GA, s′i) ≥A UGA

i = U(GA, si)

2. if U ′GA
i =A UGA

i and thenU ′DA
i ≥A UDA

i

3. if U ′GA
i =i UGA

i and U ′DA
i =i UDA

i then
U ′Gi

i ≥i UGi
i

4. if U ′GA
i =i UGA

i and U ′DA
i =i UDA

i and
U ′Gi

i =i UGi
i thenU ′Di

i ≥i UDi
i

Mixed agent A mixed agent type considers also the goals
and desires of the group but does not give them prior-
ity. si ≤ s′i iff

1. U ′GiGA
i = U(Gi, s

′
i)∪U(GA, s′i) ≥i UGiGA

i =
U(Gi, si) ∪ U(GA, si)

2. if U ′GiGA
i = UGiGA

i thenU ′DiDA
i ≥i UDiDA

i

Example 3 Given the motivational state of the groupA
〈DA = {> → y}, GA = {> → x},≥A〉 and the moti-
vational state of agenta1 〈D1 = {> → z}, G1 = {> →
x,> → w},≥1〉, the unfulfilled motivational state descrip-
tion of agenta1 in states = {x, y} is
〈UD1

1 ={> → z}, UG1
1 ={> → w}, UDA

1 =∅, UGA
1 =∅〉

While in states′ = {x, z} is
〈UD1

1 =∅, UG1
1 ={> → w}, UDA

1 ={> → y}, UGA
1 =∅〉

A cooperative agent preferss and a selfish ones′.

We finally define the optimal decisions. It is again a re-
cursive definition.

Definition 9 (Optimal decisions) A partial epistemic state
is an epistemic state excluding for each agent the last three
statessi−1

i , si
i and si+1

i . A decision problem consists of
a partial epistemic state, observable propositionsOPi for
all agentsai, and a motivational stateM1. A decision set
is optimal for a decision problem if it is optimal for each
agentai. A decision set isoptimal for agentai if there is
no decision set that dominates it for agentai. A decision set
δi = 〈d1, . . . , dn〉 dominates decision setδ′i = 〈d′1, . . . , d′n〉
for agentai iff dj = d′j for 1 ≤ j < i, they are both optimal
for agentaj for i < j ≤ n, and we havesi < s′i

• for all si in an epistemic state description that con-
tains the partial epistemic state and that respects the
decision setδi andObsi, and

• for all s′i in an epistemic state description that contains
the partial epistemic state and that respects the deci-
sion setδ′i andObsi (defined on this epistemic state).
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4 Properties of cooperation

4.1 Communication

“Any theory of joint action should indicate when com-
munication is necessary”, [11], p. 4. The prototypical com-
munication phenomena necessary to avoid miscoordination
in a group are illustrated by [11]: e.g., as discussed in Sec-
tion 2, when an agent believes that the shared goal has been
achieved, it is not yet allowed to leave the group; rather, it
should ensure that all the other agents know this fact as well.
We can model the necessity of this communication thanks
to the interplay of the attribution of mental attitudes to the
group and recursive modelling.

In the next scenario, the two agentsa1 anda2 form a
groupA. The shared goal of the group is to achievex
(> → x ∈ GA), and to achievex the members should
achievey ∧ z (y ∧ z → x ∈ B1 ∩ B2); e.g.,x ∈ P means
finding an object searched for,y ∈ A1 is an action ofa1

for looking in some room andz ∈ A2 an action ofa2 for
looking in another one. Moreover the group desires not to
make too much effort. E.g., the group desires preventing
the fuel or time consumption (fy) due to executing action
y (> → fy ∈ DA); where¬fy is the side effect of doing
actiony (y → ¬fy ∈ B1 ∩ B2); analogously forfz and
fc. However, not all actions have the same costs: e.g.,fy
andfz are worth more thanfc (see≥A), wherefc is the
cost of the communication actionc of agenta1; this action
makes agenta2 believe that the object has been found, i.e.,
the shared goal (x) has been achieved (c → x ∈ B2).1

Assume that agenta1 is going to perform its actiony,
but that for some reasonx is already true (x ∈ s0

1): e.g.,
the object has been found by someone else who gave it to
a1. The agent believes that agenta2 is not aware of that
(¬x ∈ s0

2) sincex is not observable by it in states1
1 (OP2 =

A1∪P 1 \{x}). Agenta1 has to figure out which is the best
decisiond1, among doing nothing, doing its party of the
plan or communicating to agenta2 that x is true or, to do
both. However, agenta1’s private desiresD1 and goalsG1

are different from those of the group (DA andGA): it does
not care about the resourcefz of agenta2 (> → fz 6∈ D1)
and it has as a subgoal its part of the plany: ¬x → y ∈ G1

(where the condition¬x expresses the fact thaty is a goal
only as far as the main goalx has not been achieved yet).

Situation 1
GroupA:
GA = {> → x},
DA = {> → fy,> → fz,> → fc},
≥A⊇ {> → x} > {> → fz} > {> → fc},

1A communication action in our framework is represented in a simpli-
fied way as an action whose effects influence the beliefs of another agent.
In the formalization below,c has the effectx in the beliefs of agenta2:
c → x ∈ B2, but c → x 6∈ B1, sincec → x ∈ B1 would mean that,
according to agenta1, c achievesx in the world.

Agent 1:
y, c ∈ A1, x, fy, fz, fc ∈ P,
s0
1 = {fx, fy, fc, x},

B1 = {y ∧ z → x, y → ¬fy, z → ¬fz, c → ¬fc},
G1 = {> → x,¬x → y},
D1 = {> → fy,> → fc},
≥1⊇ {> → x}>{¬x → y}>{> → fy}>{> → fc},
Agent 2:
z ∈ A2, OP2 = A1 ∪ P 1 \ {x},
s0
2 = {fx, fy, fc,¬x},

B2 = {y ∧ z → x, c → x, y → ¬fy, z → ¬fz, c → ¬fc},
G2 = {> → x,¬x → z},
D2 = {> → fz},
≥2⊇ {> → x}>{¬x → z}>{> → fz}
Optimal decision set:〈d1 = {c}, d2 = ∅〉
Expected state description:
s1
1 = s1

2 = {fy, fz,¬fc, x, c},
s2
2 = s2

1 = {fy, fz,¬fc, x, c},
Unfulfilled motivational states:
UD1

1 = {> → fc}, UG1
1 = ∅,

UD2
2 = ∅, UG2

2 = ∅,
UDA

1 = {> → fc}, UGA
1 = ∅,

UDA
2 = {> → fc}, UGA

2 = ∅
Since agenta1 decides to doc, then the next state iss1

1 =
next(s0

1, d1, B1,≥B
1 , 0) = {fx, fy,¬fc, x, c}: ¬fc is true

as an effect ofc (c → ¬fc ∈ B1); agenta1 unconditional
(and hence applicable) desire> → fy is achieved in state
s1
1 (the antecedent> of the unconditional rule> → fy is

true and also the consequentfy is), while> → fc remains
unsatisfied (fc 6∈ s1

1). Moreover, the shared goal> → x is
satisfied and¬x → y ∈ G1 is not applicable (¬x 6∈ s1

1).
For what concerns agenta2, it believes that the next state

is s1
2 = {fx, fy,¬fc, x, c}, since¬x cannot persist from

the initial states0
2 due to the effect ofc (c → x ∈ B2 and

c can be observed,c ∈ OP2). In states1
2 its part of the

plan¬x → z is not relevant and, thus, is not a goal to be
satisfied anymore.
Had agenta1’s decision beend′1 = ∅ it would fulfill a1’s
and group’s desire to save the resourcefc (> → fc ∈
D1 ∩ DA). However, it would leave agenta2 unaware of
the satisfaction of the shared goal:s′12 = {fx, fy, fc,¬x}.

How does agenta1 take a decision betweend1 andd′1?
It compares which of its goals and desires remain unsatis-
fied under the light of agenta2’s decision:d′2 = {z}. Agent
a1 knows thatd′2 is the optimal decision afterd′1 for agent
a2 sinced′2 would achieve its goal¬x → z (which is ap-
plicable since¬x persists ins1

2 from s0
2). So the unfulfilled

desires of the group would have beenU ′DA
1 = {> → fz}.

Since≥A⊇ {> → fz}>{> → fc} (i.e., communica-
tion is less costly than doingz) d1 is preferred overd′1 by a
cooperative agenta1: U ′DA

1 ≥A UDA
1 .

Had agenta1 been a selfish agent, its decision would
have beend′1: s′ ≤ s sinceUD1

1 ={> → fc} ≥1 U ′D1
1 =∅.
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4.2 Helpful behavior

When, due to recursive modelling, agenta1 believes that
agenta2 is experiencing some difficulties in doing its part,
it decides to do something to resolve them, but only in case
its intervention ensures less costs for the group.

In the next scenario the plany ∧ z for achievingx is
composed by an actiony ∈ A1 of agenta1 and a parameter
z ∈ P which can be made true by agenta2 my means of
actionj ∈ A2, but only under conditionp (j∧p → z ∈ B2);
in the initial agreement agenta2 has the goal of doingj for
achievingz: ¬x ∧ ¬z → j ∈ G2.

What happens ifj cannot achievez since the precondi-
tion p is false anda2 cannot do anything for makingp true?

Situation 2
GroupA:
GA = {> → x},
DA = {> → fy,> → fz,> → fh},
≥A⊇ {> → x} > {> → fy, > → fz} >
{> → fy,> → fz,> → fh}
Agent 1:
y, h ∈ A1, x, z, fy, fz, fh, p ∈ P,
s0
1 = {fx, fy, fh,¬p},

B1 = {y ∧ z → x, y → ¬fy, j ∧ p → z, z → ¬fz, h →
p, h → ¬fh},
G1 = {> → x,¬x → y},
D1 = {> → fy,> → fh},
≥1⊇ {> → x}>{¬x → y}>{> → fy,> → fh},
Agent 2:
j ∈ A2, OP2 = A1 ∪ P 1,
s0
2 = {fx, fy, fh,¬p},

B2 = {y ∧ z → x, y → ¬fy, j ∧ p → z, z → ¬fz, h →
p, h → ¬fh},
G2 = {> → x,¬x → z,¬x ∧ ¬z → j},
D2 = {> → fz},
≥2⊇ {> → x}>{¬x → z}>{> → fz}
Optimal decision set:〈d1 = {y, h}, d2 = {j}〉
Expected state description:
s1
1 = s1

2 = {¬fy, fz,¬fh, p, y, h},
s2
2 = s2

1 = {¬fy,¬fz,¬fh, p, x, z, j}
Unfulfilled motivational states:
UD1

1 = {> → fy,> → fh}, UG1
1 = ∅,

UD2
2 = {> → fz}, UG2

2 = ∅,
UDA

1 = {> → fy,> → fz,> → fh}, UGA
1 = ∅,

UDA
2 = {> → fy,> → fz,> → fh}, UGA

2 = ∅
Agenta1 accepts to do also actionh to achievep (h →

p ∈ B1), so that agenta2’s actionj can achievez. Thanks
to recursive modelling, it can predict that if it does not doh,
the group cannot achieve the shared goal. It does so since
for the group it is better to face the additional costfh than
to give up the shared objective:≥A⊆ {> → x} > {> →
fy,> → fz,> → fh}.

Sometimes, helpful behavior is not sufficient: what hap-
pens in the previous situation if agenta2 is not aware of the
contribute of agenta1 to achievep? If p is not observable
(OP2 = A1 ∪ P 1 \ {p}), then agenta1 has to consider
whether to communicate to agenta2 thatp is true by doing
actionc (c → p ∈ B2): if agenta1 decides for¬c, then it
can predict that agenta2 wrongly believes that it cannot do
its part and it will give up the cooperation (correctly, from
its point of view).

Situation 3
GroupA:
GA = {> → x},
DA = {> → fy,> → fz,> → fh,> → fc},
≥A⊇ {> → x} > {> → fy,> → fz,> → fh} >
{> → fy,> → fz,> → fh,> → fc}
Agent 1:
y, h, c ∈ A1, x, z, fy, fz, fh, fc, p ∈ P,
s0
1 = {fx, fy, fh, fc,¬p},

B1 = {y ∧ z → x, y → ¬fy, j ∧ p → z, z → ¬fz, h →
p, h → ¬fh, c → ¬fc},
G1 = {> → x,¬x → y},
D1 = {> → fy,> → fh,> → fc},
≥1⊇ {> → x}>{¬x → y}>{> → fy,> → fh,> →
fc},
Agent 2:
j ∈ A2, OP2 = A1 ∪ P 1 \ {p},
s0
2 = {fx, fy, fh, fc,¬p},

B2 = {y ∧ z → x, y → ¬fy, j ∧ p → z, z → ¬fz, h →
p, h → ¬fh, c → ¬fc, c → p},
G2 = {> → x,¬x → z,¬x ∧ ¬x → j},
D2 = {> → fz},
≥2⊇ {> → x}>{¬x → z}>{> → fz}
Optimal decision set:〈d1 = {y, h, c}, d2 = {j}〉
Expected state description:
s1
1 = s1

2 = {¬fy, fz,¬fh,¬fc, p, y, h, c},
s2
2 = s2

1 = {¬fy,¬fz,¬fh,¬fc, p, z, x, j}
Unfulfilled motivational states:
UD1

1 = {> → fy,> → fh,> → fc}, UG1
1 = ∅,

UD2
2 = {> → fz}, UG2

2 = ∅,
UDA

1 ={> → fy,> → fz,> → fh,> → fc}, UGA
1 = ∅,

UDA
2 ={> → fy,> → fz,> → fh,> → fc}, UGA

2 = ∅

Helpful behavior should be constrained to the adoption
of goals which contribute to the shared goal of the group.
However, no explicit constraint is present in our model.
Rather, this constraint emerges due to the fact that, when
agenta1 recursively model agenta2, agenta1 attributes to
agenta2 a cooperative agent type; in this way, agenta1

is certain that its decision to helpa2 will contribute to the
shared goal, since agenta2 will give precedence to the sat-
isfaction of shared goals.
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4.3 Conflict avoidance

When agents have the possibility to choose how to do
their part, they can minimize their private costs - i.e., desires
not contained inDA - but, in doing so, they have to ensure
that they do not prevent other agents from doing their part.

In the next scenario agenta1 can achieve its part of the
shared plany ∈ P (a parameter) by doingj ∈ A1 or k ∈
A1; actionk is less costly thanj: ≥1⊇ {> → fj} > {> →
fk} and{> → fj,> → fk} ⊆ D1 (but the two desires
do not belong toDA). However, ifk is true, the agenta2

cannot achieve its goalz ∈ P (a parameter) by doing action
h ∈ A2: h → z ∈ B2 buth∧k → ¬z ∈ B2 and the second
rule is an exception to the first one since it has priority over
the other:≥B

2 ⊆ {h ∧ j → ¬z} > {h → z}.

Situation 4
GroupA:
GA = {> → x},
DA = {> → fy,> → fz},
≥A⊇ {> → x} > {> → fy,> → fz}
Agent 1:
j, k ∈ A1, x, y, z, fy, fz, fj, fk ∈ P,
s0
1 = {fx, fy, fj, fk},

B1 = {y ∧ z → x, y → ¬fy, j → y, k → y,
z → ¬fz, j → ¬fj, k → ¬fk, h → z, h ∧ k → ¬z},
≥B

1 ⊇ {h ∧ k → ¬z} > {h → z},
G1 = {> → x,¬x → y},
D1 = {> → fy,> → fj,> → fk},
≥1⊇ {> → x}>{¬x → y}>{> → fy,> → fj}>{> →
fy,> → fk},
Agent 2:
h ∈ A2, OP2 = A1 ∪ P 1,
s0
2 = {fx, fy, fj, fk},

B2 = {y ∧ z → x, y → ¬fy, j → y, k → y,
z → ¬fz, j → ¬fj, k → ¬fk, h → z, h ∧ k → ¬z},
≥B

2 ⊇ {h ∧ k → ¬z} > {h → z},
G2 = {> → x,¬x → z},
D2 = {> → fz},
≥2⊇ {> → x}>{¬x → z}>{> → fz}
Optimal decision set:〈d1 = {j}, d2 = {h}〉
Expected state description:
s1
1 = s1

2 = {¬fy, fz,¬fj, y, j},
s2
2 = s2

1 = {¬fy,¬fz,¬fj, y, z, x, h}
Unfulfilled motivational states:
UD1

1 = {> → fy,> → fj}, UG1
1 = ∅,

UD2
2 = {> → fz}, UG2

2 = ∅,
UDA

1 = {> → fy,> → fz}, UGA
1 = ∅,

UDA
2 = {> → fy,> → fz}, UGA

2 = ∅

4.4 Ending cooperation

When agenta1, whatever action it chooses, cannot do
anything for the group, it can consider itself as out of the
group and it is entitled to return to its private goals. As a
particular case we have the situation requested by [11] that
the group terminates when there is the mutual belief that
every agent believes that the shared goal has been achieved.
We analyze a scenario similar to Situation 1:x has already
been achieved, and, this time, both agents are aware of this
fact. So no communication is necessary and cooperation
ends without leaving any goal of the group unsatisfied.

Situation 5
GroupA:
GA = {> → x},
DA = {> → fy,> → fz,> → fc},
≥A⊇ {> → x} > {> → fy,> → fz,> → fc},
Agent 1:
y, c ∈ A1, x, fy, fz, fc ∈ P,
s0
1 = {fx, fy, fc, x},

B1 = {y ∧ z → x, y → ¬fy, z → ¬fz, c → ¬fc},
G1 = {> → x,¬x → y},
D1 = {> → fy,> → fc},
≥1⊇ {> → x}>{¬x → y}>{> → fy}>{> → fc},
Agent 2:
z ∈ A2, OP2 = A1 ∪ P 1 \ {x},
s0
2 = {fx, fy, fc, x},

B2 = {y ∧ z → x, c → x, y → ¬fy, z → ¬fz, c → ¬fc},
G2 = {> → x,¬x → z},
D2 = {> → fz},
≥2⊇ {> → x}>{¬x → z}>{> → fz}
Optimal decision set:〈d1 = ∅, d2 = ∅〉
Expected state description:
s1
1 = s1

2 = {c, fy, fz, fc, x}, s2
2 = s2

1 = {fy, fz, fc, x},
Unfulfilled motivational states:
UD1

1 = ∅, UG1
1 = ∅,

UD2
2 = ∅, UG2

2 = ∅,
UDA

1 = ∅, UGA
1 = ∅,

UDA
2 = ∅, UGA

2 = ∅

Analogously, the agent can leave the group when it be-
lieves that the other agent knows that the shared goal has
become irrelevant or that it is impossible to be achieved.

Agenta1 gives up the cooperation not only when the fi-
nal conditions are met for all the other members, but also
when there is nothing to do for preventing the other mem-
bers to waste the resources of the group. For example, re-
turn on Situation 1, assuming this time that agenta1 knows
that its attempt to communicate toa2 that the shared goalx
has been achieved will fail, since a preconditiong does not
hold and agenta1 cannot do anything for making it true:
¬g ∈ s0

1, c∧ g → ¬x ∈ B2 and{c∧ g → ¬x} > {c → x}.
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4.5 Defeating cooperation

In the previous scenarios we assumed always coopera-
tive agent types. This unrealistic assumption must be re-
leased: in a community of heterogeneous agents it is pos-
sible that some agents take advantage of the cooperation
only as long as it is fruitful for them. In the next scenario
we consider a variation of Situation 1 where now agenta1

has a selfish agent type: it takes decisions without giving
precedence to the motivations of the group. The shared goal
(which is also its private goal) has been achieved: commu-
nicating this fact toa2 has a cost for agenta1 while the
cost faced by the community due to the waste of resources
by agenta2 (> → fz ∈ DA) is not a desire of agenta1.
Hence, agenta1 decides to give up cooperation even if the
group still needs its contribution:

Situation 6
GroupA:
GA = {> → x},
DA = {> → fy,> → fz,> → fc},
≥A⊇ {> → x} > {> → fz} > {> → fc},
Agent 1:
y, c ∈ A1, x, fy, fz, fc ∈ P,
s0
1 = {fx, fy, fc, x},

B1 = {y ∧ z → x, y → ¬fy, z → ¬fz, c → ¬fc},
G1 = {> → x,¬x → y},
D1 = {> → fy,> → fc},
≥1⊇ {> → x}>{¬x → y}>{> → fy}>{> → fc},
Agent 2:
z ∈ A2, OP2 = A1 ∪ P 1 \ {x},
s0
2 = {fx, fy, fc,¬x},

B2 = {y ∧ z → x, c → x, y → ¬fy, z → ¬fz, c → ¬fc},
G2 = {> → x,¬x → z},
D2 = {> → fz},
≥2⊇ {> → x}>{¬x → z}>{> → fz}
Optimal decision set:〈d1 = ∅, d2 = {z}〉
Expected state description:
s1
1 = {fy, fz, fc, x},

s1
2 = {fy, fz, fc,¬x},

s2
2 = s2

1 = {fy,¬fz, fc,¬x, z},
Unfulfilled motivational states:
UD1

1 = ∅, UG1
1 = ∅,

UD2
2 = {> → fz}, UG2

2 = {> → x},
UDA

1 = {> → fz}, UGA
1 = ∅,

UDA
2 = {> → fz}, UGA

2 = {> → x}
If non cooperative agents do not guarantee not to aban-

don the group, how can cooperation be ensured? The notion
of the group’s motivations represents an optimum which
each agent should stick to. Joining a group creates an obli-
gation towards the partners to stick to this optimum. De-
parting from this optimum represents a violation of the so-
cial commitment of the agent towards the other partners. A

violation of this obligation can be sanctioned by the other
agents when they become aware of the uncooperative be-
havior.

We can model social commitment, since our framework
is inspired to [2] who model obligations and normative rea-
soning in multiagent systems. In brief, in [2], an obligation
is associated with a sanction: when an agent is aware of a
violation, it has the goal of considering the other agent as a
violator and to sanction it; the sanction is an action which is
not desired by the bearer of the obligation.

We include in the following scenario the obligation of
agenta1 to be cooperative, otherwise it is sanctioned bya2

by doing s ∈ A2 (> → ¬s ∈ D1): O1,2(coop(a1), s).
coop(a1) is a parameter which is true after the decisiond1

of agenta1 if d1 is the same as a decisiond′1 taken as if
a1 were a cooperative agent. If agenta1 is not cooperative,
agenta2 will sanction it (¬coop(a1) → s ∈ G2). Here,
the non cooperative agenta1 decides to abandon the group
since the main goal has become irrelevant for it (r → x ∈
G1 and¬r ∈ s0

1); its decisiond1 is not the decisiond′1 that
a cooperative agent would have taken in the same situation:
d1 6= d′1 = {y}. However, the sanction does not prevent
agenta1 from exiting the group: it prefers to be sanctioned
with respect to doing its party of the plan:≥1 {> → fy}>
{> → ¬s}.
Situation 7
GroupA:
GA = {> → x},
DA = {> → fy,> → fz,> → fc},
≥A⊇ {> → x} > {> → fz} > {> → fc},
Agent 1:
y ∈ A1, x, fy, fz ∈ P,
s0
1 = {fx, fy,¬x,¬r},

B1 = {y ∧ z → x, y → ¬fy, z → ¬fz},
G1 = {r → x, r ∧ ¬x → y},
D1 = {> → fy,> → ¬s},
≥1⊇ {r → x}>{¬x → y}>{> → fy}>{> → ¬s}
Agent 2:
z, s ∈ A2, OP2 = A1 ∪ P 1 \ {x},
s0
2 = {fx, fy,¬x,¬r},

B2 = {y ∧ z → x, y → ¬fy, z → ¬fz},
G2 = {> → x,¬x → z,¬coop(a1) → s},
D2 = {> → fz},
≥2⊇ {> → x}>{¬x → z}>{> → fz}
Optimal decision set:〈d1 = ∅, d2 = {s}〉
Expected state description:
s1
1 = s1

2 = {fy, fz,¬r,¬x,¬coop(a1)},
s2
2 = s2

1 = {fy, fz,¬r,¬x, s},
Unfulfilled motivational states:
UD1

1 = {> → ¬s}, UG1
1 = ∅,

UD2
2 = ∅, UG2

2 = {> → x},
UDA

1 = ∅, UGA
1 = {> → x},

UDA
2 = ∅, UGA

2 = {> → x}
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5 Summary and concluding remarks

In this paper we show how a qualitative game theory can
be used to model cooperation among BDI agents. Rather
than basing decisions on a quantitative decision theory, the
agents are assumed to decide basing on their goals and de-
sires. Moreover, they recursively model the decisions of
their partners to predict the result of their actions.

We do not reduce cooperation to the individual attitudes
of the members, but we assume that the group can be con-
sidered as an agent: each member of the group has to adopt
the goals and desires attributed to the group agent when it
takes a decision. The group, however, is not a real agent, but
an entity belonging to the social reality and constructed by
the agents when they join together. This model allows to ex-
plain cooperation phenomena like communication, helpful
behavior, conflict avoidance, correct termination of cooper-
ation, and commitment to the group.

In this paper, we attribute goals and desires to the group,
but not beliefs. According to Tuomela [26], it is possible to
attribute also beliefs to a group to represent what the mem-
bers collectively accept.

The logical formalism makes precise the notions of be-
liefs, desires and goals used informally in [1]. On the other
hand, [1] consider also uncertainty in the world, nondeter-
ministic actions and sensing actions, so that further phe-
nomena can be modelled, like, e.g., unreliable communi-
cation and monitoring of the partners’ behavior. Moreover,
here we do not consider the problem of planning, but we
only compare the possible decisions, while [1] use for this
purpose an extension of the DRIPS planner ([18]).

Related work is [2], [4] and [5] which analyze in a sim-
ilar qualitative game theory the problem of normative rea-
soning in multiagent systems. Analogously to this paper,
the basic idea is the attribution of mental attitudes - beliefs,
desires and goals - to the normative system. In [3] a similar
model is formalized using the standard BDICTL logic [21]
for agent verification.

Another related work is Dastani and van der Torre [13]
who consider the notion of joint goal in a qualitative deci-
sion theory. They show that groups of agents which end up
in equilibria act as if they maximize joint goals.
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